Avlona Athan Wins Title of Miss Posture of G.S.C.W.

Avlona Athan, representative of the home economics club, was awarded the title of "Miss Posture" of G. S. C. W. in the beauty contest Saturday night which brought to a close the day's activities, sponsored by the Recreation Association. Honorable mention was given to Elizabeth Prisciata Bright, Johnny Wilson, and Freda Woltz.

All the contestants in the parade of representatives from campus clubs and organization were across the auditorium stage and were introduced by Bob Greene. After the judges handed in their decision, the winner was presented with a small crown by Mrs. Stewart Wotten, head of the health and physical education department.

Throughout the week the representatives were given quiet advice by their native to "be on a edge, with their names and organizations written on it. Other students who were not having better posture than the average were presented with a pair of a good figure during different days of the week, and were asked to keep the posture until the end of the week to see if they could get a complete figure.

Representatives included: Maria Owens, chemistry club; Johnny Wilson, relocation board; Margaret: Mary Beck, activities council; Mary Carruth, junior class; Margaret Bauer, queen junior; Catherine Cathon, V. G. C. A.; Mary True, French club; Betty Thompson, life surve-" Leslie Cathon, LaVena Lohm, fresh (Continued on page 2)

Day Students Elect Morris As President

Members of the day student group elected officers recently to represent the local students in campus activities. The elections were held under the direction of Mrs. L. F. Pearson, who is in charge of the student government association.

The officers chosen will serve as officers representing the student council to the student government association, the women's council, the recreation association, and the Y. W. C. A. A sophomore commission and the student council.

Three other elections include representatives: Francois Deau, secretary; Tyrone Martin, secretary; Boots, treasurer. The day student representative to the student council is Barbara Carlin.

The student representative to the sophomore commission, Elizabeth Chandler, representative to freshman council, Frances Mabry. Katharine Smith is also the representative to the Y. W. C. A. council.

Francois Deau is a member of the senior class. Deau is in charge of the Chaperone. He is also a member of the fresh men's council. Frances Mabry is a member of the sophomore class. Katharine Smith is a member of the freshman class.

Carola Goya To Dance Here Next Monday

Carola Goya, the famous Spanish dancer who is to give a recital. Carola Goya has been invited to the college auditorium on December 9th, to make a study of the history of the dances of Spain as well as their technique. Her comments upon the Spanish dances are especially interesting as her illustrations positioned on the stage.

"Most of the traditional dances of Spain," says Sanziala Goya, "are folk dances. That is, they were originally spontaneous dances of the common people danced for pure joy or to express some emotion, or to fit some ceremonial occasion such as a wedding, a christening or even a funeral. Invented the wild sets of Aragon, strange as it may seem, was, at its inception, turned at the head of an infant, although the true significance does not attach to this.

While Spanish dancing has had a good deal to do with the dances — psychological dance mood? or "expression"? — it also illustrates various traditions, which have become common in America and elsewhere. enchanted: Spanish dance is definite in meaning and feeling; having sprung originally from the state of mind of the dancer: Enfer, perhaps the most famous Spanish dancer, in America, Molognhe, Puletah, Blukatan, etc., preserved out of other help.

Students' Votes on Questions Show Decided Majorities

Some hundred students at O. S. C. W. tried bravely to discourage the popular opinion that other- gals are such for the time being only, that they are killing time and that they might get a chance to get married, was indicated in the results of the questionnaire that was given in chapel last week. Those who had not heard the students stated definitely that they did not expect to get married, eight hun- dred and sixty said that they were in love and twenty-five were in love.

Nearly two hundred students stated that they would not marry a successful career to a happy married or the career of a successful career would be a definite "no" to that question.

Some interesting with the faculty: students feel that more freedom in a college should be all- the more freedom here at O. S. C. W. than is not permitted, as was evidenced by the right hand votes to that effect. Two hundred votes proved that some students feel that conditions were more in the way of satisfaction, while twice as many voted for the opposite.

A large majority of "yes" was noted in the result of the question, "Should students work for a higher chance of marriage, for health or for better opportunity?" or to fit some ceremonial occasion such as a wedding, a christening or even a funeral. Invented the wild sets of Aragon, strange as it may seem, was, at its inception, turned at the head of an infant, although the true significance does not attach to this.
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This Week

Monday, December 23, 1975

Gale, with all its "Win and
lose," is a particularly
hard time. The level of
intensity of the game is
far beyond any other
dispersion. Even when
the players are not actively
playing, they remain in a
tense state of anticipation.

Tuesday, December 23, 1975

P.S. in honor of the birthday of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, the
United American Council presents "The Winning of Little
Lettie." This production was the hit of Little "Tri, but it
was not surprising. It is the story of a young girl's
liberation from a world of doubt and fear. It is a tale of
growth, love, and hope. The actors were excellent
in their roles, and the audience was moved to tears by
the stark reality of the situation. The production
was a great success, and it was evident that the
audience was moved by the story. The show was
accompanied by a lively orchestra, and the music
added to the overall effect of the production.

Our side of the Question

Quite a few students have expressed interest in the
question of "What is a substitute teacher?" There are
different opinions on this topic, and it seems that
people have different ideas about what it means to be
a substitute teacher. Some people think that a
substitute teacher is just a temporary teacher who
comes in to fill in for a sick teacher. Others believe
that a substitute teacher is someone who is hired
to teach a specific class on a regular basis. There is
no one right answer to this question, and it seems
that people have different opinions on this topic.

Wednesday, December 24, 1975

The Colonnade plans to
hold a special meeting to
discuss the question of
substitute teachers. The
meeting will be held in
the library, and it will be
open to all students and
faculty. The meeting will
begin at 2:00 p.m., and it
will last for about
an hour. The purpose of
the meeting is to
discuss the question of
substitute teaching and to
come up with a solution
that will be acceptable to
all parties.

Thursday, December 25, 1975

This is a special day for
the Colonnade. We will
hold a special meeting to
celebrate the holiday,
and it will be open to all
students and faculty. The
meeting will begin at
1:00 p.m., and it will last
for about an hour. The
purpose of the meeting is
to come up with a
solution that will be
acceptable to all parties.

Friday, December 26, 1975

Today, the Colonnade
will hold a special meeting
to discuss the question of
substitute teaching. The
meeting will be held in
the library, and it will be
open to all students and
faculty. The meeting will
begin at 2:00 p.m., and it
will last for about
an hour. The purpose of
the meeting is to
discuss the question of
substitute teaching and to
come up with a solution
that will be acceptable to
all parties.

Selecting a Substitute: How Important Are They?

Selecting a substitute teacher is an important
decision. The substitute teacher should be chosen
with care and consideration. It is important to
choose a substitute teacher who is qualified and
experienced. The substitute teacher should be
able to maintain the same level of instruction as
the regular teacher. It is also important to
consider the students' needs when selecting a
substitute teacher. The substitute teacher should be
able to communicate effectively with the students
and be able to provide a positive learning
environment.

The Colonnade plans to
hold a special meeting to
discuss the question of
substitute teachers. The
meeting will be held in
the library, and it will be
open to all students and
faculty. The meeting will
begin at 2:00 p.m., and it
will last for about
an hour. The purpose of
the meeting is to
discuss the question of
substitute teaching and to
come up with a solution
that will be acceptable to
all parties.
**CHANDLER’S**

Choice Selection of Christmas Gifts

**SHOP EARLY**

**Duke University SCHOOL OF MEDICINE**

DURHAM, N. C.

Four terms of eleven weeks are given each year. These may be taken consecutively (termination in three years) or three terms may be taken each year (graduation in four years). The entrance requirements are intelligence, character and at least two years of college work, including the subjects specified for Grade A Medical Schools. Catalogues and applications for forms may be obtained from the Dean.

**Mansion Rec Hall Get New Shuffle Board**

The plans for the four-post googie table and the shuffle board in the recreation hall of Mansion dormitory were reviewed by the Dr. Wetzel committee early last week. The table has been installed and space for the shuffle board was measured off Wednesday morning. This is the first equipment of this kind ever given to the girls in Mansion. The whole dormitory is enthusiastic over the plans. Other equipment will be provided later in the plans of the Recreation Association material.

**Mansion Rec Hall Get New Shuffle Board**

For the girls they feel so pleased now they save six weeks and develop them into good shuffleboard players as they do today.

**Steak Fry On Wed. Honors Frath Council**

The members of the sophomore commission entertained a steak fry on Wednesday evening in the honor of the members of the freshman council. Those in charge of the entertainment were Margaret Garbutt, Tom Cook, Libby Smith, and Grace Collar. Commission and council meet the campus early in the afternoon and after reaching Ivy’s games were played. Supper was served later in the afternoon and the group returned to the campus about 2:30. Miss Polly Moore, Jane Cassell, Louise Donelson, and Syre Jenkins changed the group.

Among those attending were Fraternities: Margaret Garbutt, Aladdy, Libby Smith, Atlanta, Mary Winn, McElroy, Athens; Green Collar, Athens; Mary Winn, Buford, Savannah; Greer Greene, Macon; Elizabeth Hiller, Galivette; Charlotte Edwards, Savannah; Margaret Warran, Waverton; Anna Lee Geazly, Atlanta; T. C. Tec's; Warrenton; Burge, Athens; Allice Baron, Thomaston; Edna McDaniel, Griffin; Sara Hinton, Bowling Green; and Frances Miller, Atlanta.

Counsel: Elizabeth Garbutt, Aladdy, Mary Arthur, Athens; Lilly Kirby, Aladdy, Emily Will, Macon; Nathan, Mobile; Devere Cervis, Douglasville, Athens; Susan Culp, Pilton; Xanthia Dehneli, Boston; Frances Daniel, Orlando, Fla.; Neil Turner, Macon; Louise Celeste, Milledgeville; Mary Barney Thomson, Atlanta; Melanie Nead, Thomson, Ga.; Alvea Lott, Swainsboro; Edna McDermott, McPherson, Atlanta; Mary Beth Mckinney, Macon; Vivian Humphries, Columbus; Mildred Babcock, Statesboro; Eliza Jordan, Atlanta; and Mildred Babcock, Statesboro.

When the Looking-glass was put away the girls realized that they were deprived for most of three months in the last three years could not play in the three tournaments. Better keep this in mind when we start Monday and keep the ball in the winter quarter.

**ROGERS**

George R. Rogers, Candies and Gum

"Where Satisfaction is A Certainty"

Waters St. Maccab B

**Music Group Chooses Name of Allegeh Club**

The members of the music club recently made a trip to the Indian mounds near Macon and turned around the grounds in search of old relics and information about the Mounds. Dr. A. R. Jolly, representative of the Emmission Institute at the Mounds directed the group around, and pointed out the most important pieces, and explained their historical background and value.

Those making the trip included Mrs. Fred Davis, Mrs. Martha Lowe, Virginia Bourn, Mrs. Martha Craig, Mildred Burroughs, Betty Adams, Ruth Adams, Margaret Campbell, Elizabeth Daniel, and Laddy Brown.

He exhibits best what he taught the children.

**Geog, Students Visit Macon Indian Mounds**

The members of the geography club recently made a trip to the Indian mounds near Macon and turned around the grounds in search of old relics and information about the Mounds.